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**Abstract:** An important aspect for the acceptance of Service-Oriented Architectures is having convenient ways to help designers build secure applications. Numerous standards define ways to apply security in web services. However, these standards are rather complex and sometimes overlap, which makes them hard to use and may produce inconsistencies. Representing them as patterns makes them easier to understand, to compare to other patterns, to discover inconsistencies, and to use them to build secure web services applications. Security patterns abstract the key aspects of a security mechanism and can thus be applied by non-experts. We survey here our work on security patterns for web services and their standards and we put them in perspective with respect to each other and to more fundamental patterns. We also consider other patterns for web services security. All the patterns described here have been previously published, we only show here one of them in detail as an illustration of our style for writing patterns. Our main purpose here is to enumerate them, show their use, and show how they relate to each other.
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1. Introduction

Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) and web services are special cases of distributed systems. Distributed systems are typically heterogeneous systems that are accessible to a wide variety of users, including institution partners, customers, or mobile employees, which introduces a large variety of security threats. To protect its assets, an organization needs to define security policies, which are high-level guidelines that specify the states in which the system is considered to be secure. These policies need to be enforced by security mechanisms. In large organizations, the policies may be issued by different actors making their management difficult. Moreover, they need to be enforced for a variety of resources. To make things more difficult they may have to follow regulations. A way to allow interoperability and apply security is the use of standards which define architectures to enforce that all participants will follow the same rules in their interactions.

Security mechanisms and standards can be conveniently described using security patterns. A security pattern extends the idea of design pattern [1] to describe security mechanisms that can handle some threats [2]. The use of patterns is very convenient for software developers who need to add security to their applications but are not experts on security. Security patterns abstract the key aspects of a security mechanism and can thus be applied by non-experts. They can be used also for guiding product developers who need to follow specific standards. Another use is for evaluating existing systems. We have also found them very useful to teach security concepts. A good catalog is fundamental for the use of patterns and it is important to add more patterns to the existing collections [2,3]. Web services is an area where patterns have proven useful. In particular, there are many web services security standards, which are rather complex and sometimes overlap; representing them as patterns makes them easier to understand and to compare to other patterns. We survey here our work on security patterns for web services and their standards and we put them in perspective with respect to each other and to more fundamental patterns. Our objective here is not to describe each pattern in detail, for that the reader is directed to the references, but to show which patterns exist and how they relate to each other. We are not presenting here new patterns but surveying and evaluating our previous patterns.

The patterns presented here are part of an ongoing catalog of security patterns [3] and we relate them to other patterns using pattern diagrams. As far as we know, ours is the only catalog of web services security standards. However, pattern catalogs are not very useful without a way to apply them to build secure systems. We have developed a general secure systems development methodology [4], which in principle applies also to web services; we specialized it for SOA [5].

As indicated, web services standards are rather complex and verbose and it is not easy for designers and users to understand their key points. Web services standards are typically long documents, e.g., the XACML 3.0 Core Specification is 150 pages long, written to be comprehensive but not easy to understand, and using a combination of XML, UML, and natural language. By expressing web services security mechanisms and standards as patterns, we can verify if an existing product implementing a given security mechanism supports some specific standard [6]. Inversely, a product vendor can use the standards to guide the development of the product. By expressing standards as patterns, we can compare them and understand them better. For example, we can discover overlapping and inconsistent aspects between them. A standard defines a generic architecture and this is a basic
feature of any pattern; it can then be confirmed as a best practice by looking at products that implement the standard (and implicitly the pattern). There are many security standards for web services [7] defined by several committees, including W3C, OASIS, and IETF.

Figure 1 shows a pattern diagram describing the relationships between the patterns for web services security standards. Pattern diagrams such as this one were introduced in [8]. In fact, we also use their template to describe our patterns. The rounded squares represent patterns, while arrows indicate what is brought to a pattern by the pattern at the other end (point of the arrow); for example, WS-Security uses policies specified by WS-Policy. Our group has written patterns for all these standards, except WS-Secure Conversation and WS-Federation, which are ongoing work. We do not know of any other patterns for web services security standards.

**Figure 1.** Pattern diagram for web services security standards.

The patterns described here are specialized versions of more fundamental and more general patterns. For example, XACML is a specialization and extension of the Authorization pattern [9]. As such it carries the general properties of an Authorization pattern and adds aspects specific to XML access control. The new aspects may themselves be patterns, e.g., the Composite pattern [1] appears
frequently in these models to indicate recursive composition. Identifying patterns as part of a more complex pattern makes it easier to understand the functions of the complex model.

We introduce in each section a short summary of the patterns and we indicate where the complete pattern has been published; all of them will be collected in [3]. Section 2 presents fundamental patterns for access control, necessary to understand the more specialized patterns. Section 3 considers access control and policies for web services. Section 4 discusses patterns for cryptographic standards, starting again from fundamental patterns. Section 5 considers identity in distributed systems, and Section 6 looks at wireless web services security patterns. Section 7 is about web services reliability patterns while Section 8 discusses misuse patterns for web services. A misuse pattern describes a possible attack. Section 9 shows a complete pattern, WS-Trust, to illustrate one of our patterns, Section 10 considers related work, while some conclusions and possible future work are given in Section 11.

2. Fundamental Patterns for Access Control

Access control models generally represent a few types of security policies and provide a formalization of these policies using some ad hoc notation. Four basic access control models are commonly used and they may be extended to include content and context-based access control, delegation of rights, hierarchical structurings of subjects (including roles), objects, or access types [10], temporal constraints, etc. Access control models can be defined for different architectural levels, including application, database systems, operating systems, and firewalls [11].

Access control models fall into two basic categories: mandatory models, where users’ rights are defined by administrators and data may be labeled to indicate its sensitivity, and discretionary, where users administer the data items they create and own. Within this classification, there are several models for access control to information that embody general (application independent) policies. The most common are:

- The Multilevel model organizes the data using security levels. This model is usually implemented as a mandatory model where its entities are labeled indicating their levels. There are separate models for confidentiality and integrity and accesses are decided by enforcing two principles or generic rules. This model is able to reach a high degree of security, although it can be too rigid for some applications. Usually, it is not possible to structure the variety of entities involved in complex applications into strictly hierarchical structures. However, they can be useful for structuring the architecture of systems.
- The Access Matrix describes access by subjects (actors, entities) to protected objects in specific ways (access types) [10]. It is more flexible than the multilevel model and it can be made even more flexible and precise using predicates and other extensions. However, it is intrinsically a discretionary model in which users own the data objects and may grant access to other subjects. It is not clear who owns the medical or financial information and the discretionary property reduces security because it may not be possible to decide who will acquire a specific right. This model is usually implemented using Access Control Lists (lists of the subjects that can access a given object) or Capabilities (tickets that allow a process to access some objects), described in two patterns:
o **Access Control List [12]:** controls access to objects by indicating which subjects can access an object and in what way. There is usually an ACL associated with each object.

o **Capability [12]:** controls access to objects by providing a credential or ticket to be given to a subject for accessing an object in a specific way.

- **Role-Based Access Control (RBAC),** collects users into roles based on their tasks or functions and assigns rights to each role. Some of these models have their roles structured as hierarchies, which may simplify administration.

- **Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC).** This model controls access based on properties of subjects or objects. It is used in environments where some or all subjects may not be pre-registered and where the effect of the context is important to decide access.

These models have different ways of expressing their access constraints but they use a similar abstract concept of Reference Monitor to enforce them. The Reference Monitor intercepts every access request and decides access based on the specific rules that apply to the request.

We have presented patterns for all these models [2,3,13] and for the Reference Monitor [2,3]. We can generalize them into a model that includes a set of policies enforced by a common Reference Monitor:

o **Policy-Based Access Control [12]:** models how to decide if a subject is authorized to access an object according to policies defined in a policy repository.

---

**Figure 2.** Pattern diagram for access control.
Standard models, such as the Access Matrix and RBAC (Role-Based Access Control), are represented in Figure 2, along with Attribute-Based Access control and Policy-Based Access control. The two latter models are more suitable in the case of distributed systems. All of the models use a Reference Monitor to enforce access decisions. ACL (Access Control List) and Capability are implementation-oriented patterns; they implement the Access Matrix or RBAC model. More specifically for web services, XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) Access Control Evaluation implements the Reference Monitor and the Policy-Based Access Control pattern, and the XACML Policy Language implements the Policy-Based Access Control pattern. SAML Authorization Assertion is a kind of Capability. The corresponding web services security patterns are shown in Section 3.

3. Access Control and Policies for Web Services

For distributed systems we can enforce policies by controlling inputs and outputs to the application. This leads to the Application Firewall. Similarly, we can control the sending and receiving between web services of XML documents using an XML Firewall.

**Application Firewall** [14]: The application firewall filters calls and responses to/from enterprise applications, based on an institution access control policies. It can be considered a concrete form of the Reference Monitor.

**XML Firewall** [14]: Filters XML messages to/from enterprise applications, based on business access control policies and the content of the message. It is even a more specialized version of the Reference Monitor.

Our pattern on Policy-Based Access control described above incorporates the concepts of distributed authorization at an abstract level. We also produced specific patterns for the two access control aspects of XACML, as well as their specialization for web services:

**XACML Authorization** [15]: XACML describes authorization rules that can be composed in a variety of ways.

**XACML Access Control Evaluation** [15]: This pattern decides if a request is authorized to access a resource according to policies defined by the XACML Authorization pattern; that is, it is a Reference Monitor for XACML.

More specific patterns for access control are defined for web services:

**WSPL** [15]: Enables an organization to represent access control policies for its web services in a standard manner. It also enables a web services consumer to express its requirements in a standard manner.

WS-Policy defines a base set of assertions that can be used and extended by other web services specifications to describe a broad range of service requirements and capabilities, including security, reliability, and others. WS-Policy also provides a way to check the requests made by requestors in order to verify that they satisfy their assertions and their conditions before interacting with the web service:

**WS-Policy** [16]: Describes how to express requirements that are needed or supported by a web service. For instance, it can indicate that a specific signature algorithm must be used when adding a digital signature.
Web services interact with users and other web services. Sometimes users and web services are not predefined and known to each other and a trust relationship must be established before any interaction happens between the participants. This relationship can be defined by exchanging security tokens such as certificates or other proofs of identity or attributes. WS-Trust is a standard to support the establishment of trust relationships between web services. Trust depends also on reputation but this is an aspect not included in the standard. Trust is based on security and other policies to enable requesting and obtaining credentials within different trust domains. Both parties need to determine if they can “trust” the asserted credentials of the other party. The goal of the WS-Trust standard is to enable applications to construct trusted message exchanges. This trust is realized through the exchange and brokering of security tokens:

**WS-Trust [17]:** Provides a framework for requesting and issuing security tokens, and to broker trust relationships [18]. It uses WS-Security to transfer the required security tokens, using XML Signature and Encryption to provide confidentiality. This standard may use WS-Policy to specify which security tokens are required at the target.

Other patterns for distributed security include:

**SAML [18]:** Defines a standard protocol to exchange authentication and authorization assertions. It may use WS-Security standard to protect assertions while they are being transmitted.

**WS-Federation:** Defines mechanisms to allow different security domains to federate [19]. It describes how federated trust scenarios can be constructed using WS-Security, WS-Policy, WS-Trust, and WS-SecureConversation

**WS-SecureConversation:** Defines mechanisms to allow security context establishment and sharing, and session key derivation [20]. This specification uses WS-Security, WS-Trust and WS-Policy to negotiate and issue session keys.

### 4. Cryptography for Web Services

WS-Security is a standard that describes how messages using the SOAP protocol can have integrity, authentication, and confidentiality. WS-Security is a flexible protocol that supports different formats of authentication security tokens, different encryption technologies, and different signature formats. WS-Security does not define new security mechanisms, but it leverages existing standards such as XML Encryption, XML Signature, and Security Tokens e.g., Kerberos Tickets and X.509 certificates. We have described this standard in the form of a pattern:

**WS-Security [21]:** Defines how to secure SOAP messages applying XML security technologies such as XML Encryption and XML Signature. It also defines how to embed different security tokens. Security tokens provides authentication by proving one’s identity (certificates or SAML assertions are examples).

Web services that exchange XML messages can be target of attacks. Some security standards have been developed to apply mechanisms that reduce security risks, one of these is XML Signature. This standard is a joint effort between the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). XML Signature defines how to digitally sign an entire XML message, part of an XML message, or an external object. XML Signature also includes hashing, but the pattern name follows the name of the standard. Because XML documents can have the same contents but in
different layouts, we need to convert the documents into a canonical form before we apply digital signatures. Note that XML Signature solves the same problem as the Digital Signature with Hashing pattern but in a more specialized context. The XML Signature pattern, a specialization of the Digital Signature with Hashing, is used to secure XML messages. We first defined three basic patterns to describe some cryptographic aspects:

Symmetric Encryption [22]: protects message confidentiality by making a message unreadable to those that do not have access to the key. Symmetric encryption uses the same key for encryption and decryption.

Digital Signature with Hashing [23]: allows a principal to prove that a message was originated from it. It also provides message integrity by indicating whether a message was altered during transmission.

XML Encryption [22]
This standard describes a process to apply encryption functions to data, keeping a correct XML syntax.

XML Signature [23]
Allows a principal to prove that a message was originated from it. It also provides message integrity by defining whether a message was altered during transmission. The XML Signature standard [24] describes the syntax and the process of generating and validating digital signatures for authenticating XML documents. XML Signature also provides message integrity. It requires canonicalization before hashing and signing.

5. Patterns for Identity [25]

A large amount of work has been done about the propagation of identity information. In particular, web services standards have been published that deal with identity management and trust. We add support to the traditional models by defining architectural patterns for identity management. These patterns can then be used directly in the software development cycle, as proposed by different methodologies. Figure 3 relates our patterns for identity management, which include:

Circle of Trust: The Circle of Trust pattern allows the formation of trust relationships among service providers in order for their subjects to access an integrated and more secure environment.

Identity Provider: The Identity Provider pattern allows the centralization of the administration of subjects’ identity information for a security domain.

Identity Federation: The Identity Federation pattern allows the formation of a dynamically created identity within an identity federation consisting of several service providers. Therefore, identity and security information about a subject can be transmitted in a transparent way for the user among service providers from different security domains.
Figure 3. Relationships between identity patterns.

6. Wireless Web Services

Web services are also becoming important for use in mobile devices. The concept of dynamic access to web services allied with the flexibility of wireless accesses makes it possible to envisage a new type of applications, where the mobility of the user supplies the application with context elements. Possible applications include disaster management, location services, advertising, etc. Web services security standards are used for the secure design of the communications between a web service and a mobile client and for the storage of the web service and its data. However, because those standards are designed to be flexible, they are also complex and verbose. On their part, wireless devices have specific technological constraints as well as their own standards. To use web services standards in mobile devices, it is necessary to adapt these standards to consider the limitations of portable devices. We have shown the use of patterns as a way to adapt web services security standards to the wireless environment [26]. We have proposed two approaches for adapting standards to wireless systems. We showed the use of XACML for standard subsetting, where parts of the standard which are considered too wasteful of resources or unnecessary for this environment are left out. Another approach is to start from the functions themselves and see which ones are the ones needed for some targeted applications and adapt the standard to these functions. As an illustration for this latter approach the PAOS pattern, is a wireless-oriented version of the traditional HTTP binding for SOAP for web services.

Liberty Alliance PAOS Service [26]: An adapted version of the traditional HTTP binding for SOAP, suitable for mobile devices.

It is important that wireless devices use security models based on standards. This approach allows the incorporation of wireless devices into a unified enterprise policy. In this way, policies for wireless devices can be designed as part of the overall design as we do in our methodology [4], and not in an ad hoc way. Approaches that use separate policy models for wireless devices result in systems that will not be interoperable with other systems.

7. Patterns for Web Services Reliability

The WS-Reliability and WS-Reliable Messaging Standards are defined by OASIS and the former has borrowed from the ebXML Message Service Specification 2.0 technology. WS-Reliability is a
SOAP-based specification that fulfills reliable messaging requirements critical to some applications of web services [27]. The WS-Reliability standard utilizes quality of service (QOS) contracts, and uses conditions attached to the invocation of a set of operations; namely deliver, submit, respond and notify [Oas04]. To perform reliable delivery it uses the concept of Reliable Message Processor (RMP). The WS-Reliable Messaging standard provides guaranteed delivery, message ordering and duplicate elimination [28]. To support interoperable web services, a SOAP binding is defined within this specification. However the protocol depends upon other web services specifications for identification of service endpoint addresses and policies [28].

WS-Reliability and WS-Reliable Messaging specifications offer the same basic service, which is sending messages in a reliable manner. However, the two protocols utilize different means of performing this service. WS-Reliability has a binding to HTTP whereas WS-Reliable Messaging is transport independent allowing it to be implemented using different network technologies. In order to support interoperable web services, a SOAP binding is defined within both patterns. The specifications mandate that an agreement be made before communication can be done between endpoints. However the WS-Reliable Messaging explicitly states that endpoint referencing, establishment of trust and policy exchange are to be included in the agreement. Endpoint reference explicitly states the address where a reliable message should be sent. Establishment of trust is achieved with an enforced agreement and policy exchange facilitates the updating of quality of service terms and conditions. WS-Reliability does not explicitly dictate the terms of the contract.

**WS-Reliability** [29]: Ensures that a notification is always sent in response to a failure, it also provides guaranteed message delivery, message ordering, and duplicate elimination whenever messages are sent from one entity to another.

**WS-Reliable Messaging** [29]: Ensures guaranteed receipt in response to each message sent; it also provides, message state disposition, ordered delivery, and duplicate elimination whenever messages are sent between endpoints.

### 8. Misuse Patterns

We introduced the concept of misuse patterns in [30]. They describe from the point of view of the attacker, how a type of attack is performed (what system units it uses and how), proposes ways of stopping the attack by enumerating possible security patterns that can be applied for this purpose, and helps analyze the attack once it has happened by indicating where we can find forensics data as well as what type of data. We have published several misuse patterns for different types of attacks. One of them is for a common attack in web services:

**Spoofing web services** [31]: A web service spoofing misuse tries to impersonate the identity of a user, and then with the user’s credentials makes requests in his name, with the intention of accessing specific web services.

9.1. Intent

WS-Trust defines a security token service and a trust engine which are used by web services to authenticate other web services. Using the functions defined in WS-Trust, applications can engage in secure communication after establishing trust.

9.2. Example

The Ajiad travel agency offers its travel services through several different business portals to provide travel tickets, hotel and car rental services to its customers. Ajiad needs to establish trust relationships with its partners through these portals. Ajiad supports different business relationships and needs to be able to determine which travel services to invoke for which customer. Without a well-defined structure, Ajiad will not be able to know if a partner is trusted or not, or to automate the trust relationships quickly and securely with its partners, which may lead to losing a valuable business goal of offering integrated travel services as a part of the customer’s portal environment.

9.3. Context

Distributed applications need to establish secure and trusted relationships between them to perform some work in a web-service environment which may be unreliable and/or insecure (e.g., the Internet). The concept of “Trusting A” mainly means “considering true the assertions made by A”, which does not necessarily correspond to the intuitive idea of trust in its colloquial use.

WS-Security begins with the assumption that, if one of the parties uses a particular type of security token within the WS-Security header, then the other party will be able to interpret and process this token. A fundamental issue that WS-Security did not address is how two entities (a SOAP client and SOAP Service) can agree on the nature and characteristics of the security tokens that are the fundamentals of WS-Security.

9.4. Problem

Establishing security relationships is fundamental for the interoperation of distributed systems. Without applying relevant trust relationships expressed in the same way between the involved parties, web services have no means to assure security and interoperability in their integration. How can we define a way for the parties to trust each other’s security credentials?

The possible solution is constrained by the following forces:

- **Knowledge**: In human relationships, we are concerned with first knowing a person before we trust her. That attitude applies also to web services. We need to have a structure that encapsulates some knowledge about the unit we intend to trust.

- **Policy consideration**: The web service policy contains all the required assertions and conditions that should be met to use that web service. The trust structure should consider this policy for verification purposes.
Confidentiality and Integrity: Policies may include sensitive information. Malicious consumers may acquire sensitive information, fingerprint the service and infer service vulnerabilities. This implies that the policy itself should be protected.

Message integrity: The data to be transferred between the partners through messages may be private data that need to be protected. Attackers may try to modify or replace these messages.

Time Validity: For protection purposes, any interactions or means of communications (including the trust relationships) between the web services should have a time limit, that determines for how long the trust relationship is valid.

9.5. Solution

We define explicitly an artifact (security token) that implies trust. This artifact implies what kinds of assertions are required to make trustworthy interactions between the involved web services. We should verify the claims and information sent by the requester in order to obtain the required security token that becomes a proof enough to establish a trust relationship with its target partners.

9.5.1. Structure

Figure 5 describes the structure of this pattern. Claim is a statement made about the attributes of a client, service or other resource (e.g., name, identity, key, group, privilege, capability, etc.). Claims are assertions, for example: “I am Joman”, “I am an authenticated user and I am authorized to print in printer P”. Claims are used to validate the requests made by a sender and need to be verified. A Security Token is a collection of claims. It is possible to add signatures to tokens. Security Token also is a generalization of two types: Signed Security Token that is cryptographically endorsed by a specific authority (e.g., an X.509 certificate or a Kerberos ticket) and Proof-of-Possession (PoP) Token that contains a secret data parameter that can be used to prove authorized use of an associated security token and provides the function of adding digital signature. Usually, the proof-of-possession information is encrypted with a key known only to the recipient of the PoP token.

The Security Token Service (STS) is a web service that issues security tokens. It makes decisions based on evidence that it trusts. The STS is responsible for generating security tokens and, providing challenges for the requester to ensure message freshness (the message has not been replayed and is currently valid), verification of authorized use of a security token, and finally establishing, extending and removing trust in a domain of services. The STS is the heart of WS-Trust and forms the basis of trust brokering. The main output of the STS is a trust relationship between the requester and the receiver expressed as a security token. It represents the characteristic that one entity is willing to rely upon a second entity to execute a set of actions and/or to make set of assertions about a set of subjects and/or scopes in a secure, reliable and time-relevant manner.

Each STS has a Trust Engine that evaluates the security-related aspects of a message using security mechanisms and includes policies to verify the requester’s assertions. The Trust Engine is responsible for verifying security tokens and verifying claims against policies. A Policy is a collection of policy assertions that have their own name, references, and ID. Policies form the basic conditions to establish a trust relationship. Verifying the requester’s claims against policy assertions generates an
approval to use the target service. A policy may reference another policy (ies), in order to check the tokens sent by the requester or verified by the receiver.

**Figure 5.** Class Diagram for the WS-Trust Pattern.

9.5.2. Dynamics

We describe the dynamic aspects of the WS-Trust using sequence diagrams for the use cases “create security token” and “access a resource using a token”.

Create a security token (Figure 6):

**Summary:** STS creates a security token using the claims provided by the requester.

**Actors:** A Requester

**Precondition:** The STS has the required policy to verify the requester claims and the requester provides parameters in form of claims and RequestType signed by a signature.

**Description:**

a. The requester requests a security token by sending the required claims and RequestType signed by a Signature to the STS. The signature verifies that the request is legitimate.

b. The STS contacts the Trust Engine to check the requester’s claims.
c. The Trust Engine contacts the web service’s policy to verify the claims including attributes and security token issuers of the requester.
d. Once approved, the STS creates a security token containing the requested claims.
e. The STS sends back its SecurityTokenResponse with a security token issued for the requester.

Postcondition: The requester has a security token that can be used to access resources in a trusted unit.

Access a resource using a token (Figure 7):
Summary: A STS allows the use of resources by establishing trust by verifying proofOfClaims sent by the requester.

Actors: A Requester
Precondition: The Trust Engine has the required policy to verify the requester's security token.

Description:

a. The requester asks for a service access by providing the required security token.
b. The receiver sends the security token to the STS for verification.
c. The STS use its Trust engine to verify the security token claims.
d. Once approved, the STS notifies the receiver that the security token is valid and verified.
e. The receiver gives the requester a token that implies the right to use the service.

Postcondition: The requester has a security token that can be used to access services in a Receiver web service.

**Figure 6.** Sequence Diagram creating a security token.
9.6. Implementation

In this solution, the concept of trust is realized by obtaining a security token from the web service (in our diagram, the Security Token Service) and submitting it to the receiver who in turn validates that security token through the same web service. Upon approval, the receiver establishes a valid trust relationship with the receiver that lasts as long as the security token is valid.

In order to assure effective implementation, we need to take in consideration the following:

- To communicate trust, a service requires proof, such as a signature to prove knowledge of a security token or set of security tokens. A service itself can generate tokens or it can rely on a separate STS to issue a security token with its own trust statement.
- Although the messages exchanged between the involved entities are protected by WS-Security; still three issues related to security tokens are possible: security token format incompatibility, security token trust, and namespace differences. The WS-Trust pattern addresses these issues by defining a request/response protocol (in which the client sends RequestSecurityToken and receives RequestSecurityTokenResponse) and introducing a Security Token Service (STS) which is another web service.
- Based on the credential provided by the requester, there are different aspects of requesting a security token (RST), each of which has a unique format that the requester should follow:
  
  - The issuance process: formed as RequestSecurityToken (RequestType, Claims). This is our use case Create a security token in the Dynamics section.
  - The renewal process: formed as RequestSecurityToken (RequestType, RenewTarget).
  - The cancel process: formed RequestSecurityToken (RequestType, CancelTarget). By the way, the cancelled token is no longer valid for authentication and authorization.
  - The validate process: formed as RequestSecurityToken (RequestType, ValidateTarget).

The WS-Trust specification was created as part of the Global XML Web Services Architecture (GXA) framework, which is a protocol framework designed to provide a consistent model for building
infrastructure-level protocols for web services and applications [32]. It was authored by Microsoft, IBM, Verisign, and RSA Security and was approved by OASIS as a standard in March 2007.

9.7. Example Resolved

Ajiad now has the ability to automate its trust relationships with its partners by managing the registration tasks for all its partners and issuing customers a unique ID’s. In this case, Ajiad provides a mediator between the customers and its participant partners and plays the role of negotiator and third-party player who is trying to satisfy both sides. Ajiad now can offer a Security Token Service for its business partners, who may find useful ways to take advantage of credit processing and other services offered by Ajiad, which now has new business opportunities.

9.8. Known Uses

- DataPower’s XS40 XML Security Gateway [33] is a device for securing web services that provides web services access control, message filtering and field-level encryption. It centralizes policy enforcement, supporting standards such as WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-Policy and XACML.
- SecureSpan™ XML Firewall [34] enforces WS* and WS-I standards to centralize security and access requirements in policies that can be run as a shared service in front of applications.
- Vordel Security Token Service [35] is used to issue security tokens and to convert security tokens from one format to another. The security tokens created by an STS are bound to the messages travelling between web services.
- PingTrust, a standalone WS-Trust Security Token Server [36] creates and validates security tokens that are bound into SOAP messages according to the Web Services Security (WSS) standard.

9.9. Consequences

The WS-Trust pattern presents the following advantages:

- **Security.** By extending the WS-Security mechanisms, we can handle security issues such as security tokens (the possibility of a token substitution attack), and signing (where all private elements should be included in the scope of the signature and where this signature must include a timestamp).
- **Trust.** With this solution, we have the choice of implementing the WS-Policy framework to support trust partners by expressing and exchanging their statements of trust. The description of this expected behavior within the security space can also be expressed as a trust policy.
- **Confidentiality.** We can achieve confidentiality of users’ information. Since Policy providers now can use mechanisms provided by other web services specifications such as WS-Security [ibm09b] to secure access to the policy, XML Digital Signature [24] to authenticate sensitive information, and WS-Metadata Exchange [37].
- All the security tokens exchanged between the involved parties are signed and stamped with unique keys that are known only to the recipients.
• **Time validity.** We can specify time constraints in the parameters of a security token issued by STS. This constraint will specify for how long that security token is valid. Upon expiring, the security token’s holder may renew or cancel it.

The WS-Trust pattern presents the following *liabilities*:

• The efficiency of WS-Trust may suffer from the repeated round-trips for multiple token requests. We need to make an effort to reduce the number of messages exchanged.
• The WS-Trust standard is a lengthy document and several details were left to avoid making the pattern too complex. The interested reader can find more details in the WS-Trust Standard web page [17].

9.10. Related Patterns

• The *Trust* Analysis Pattern, [38]. The objective of this pattern is to provide a conceptual model that embodies the abstract aspects of trust to make it applicable to different domains and applications.
• The *Credential* Pattern [39]. This pattern addresses the problem of exchanging data between trust boundaries and how to resolve the problem of authenticating and authorizing a principal’s identity over different systems.
• The *Circle of Trust* pattern allows the formation of trust relationships among service providers in order for their subjects to access an integrated and more secure environment [25]. The WS-Trust pattern could be used to establish trust between providers.

10. Related Work

Many patterns have been identified in the web services community, at various level of granularity. For example, [40] and [41] propose patterns for web services composition, while [42] and [43] identify security patterns. Reference [44] describes a pattern for implementing SOAP message processing. However, most of the proposed security patterns are low level patterns. They are effectively implementation patterns that give solutions to concrete problems in terms of specific technologies. Erl has written a whole book on patterns for web services, which includes some security patterns [45]. However, his patterns are rather abstract, e.g., Brokered Authentication, and do not consider any aspects of standards; they are also mostly descriptive. Microsoft has a catalog of web services security patterns; while more detailed than Erl’s they also are mostly descriptive and describe low-level aspects, not standards [46]. Sun book of patterns [47] applies mostly to J2EE and their web services patterns are of the same type as Erl and Microsoft. At present, only our patterns describe web service security standards.

11. Conclusions

As indicated earlier, expressing web services security standards as patterns has several benefits for designers and users of web services. We have surveyed here our work in expressing most web services standards as patterns. Our (almost complete) pattern language should be useful for designers of web service-based systems to incorporate security in their designs. They should also be valuable for users
of web services to build secure interactions with existing systems. To make the patterns clearer, we developed first more abstract patterns, from which we derived specific patterns for XML and web services. In this way, designers and users can navigate our pattern diagrams like a map starting from abstract concepts to find more specialized patterns. The Consequences section of the patterns enumerating advantages and disadvantages helps the application of a particular pattern. Our UML models provide a precise description which is still sufficiently abstract; they do not delve into low-level details such as specific WSDL descriptions and protocol aspects. Our example (Section 9) illustrates the level of detail provided by our patterns. The complete collection of all these patterns can be found in [3].

Our future work will produce patterns for other web services standards such as WS-Secure Conversation that depend on WS-Policy as a prerequisite foundation. This will give provide designers with a catalog of most of the important standards needed for web services interaction [40]. The catalog and the pattern diagrams could be part of the tools of a Secure System Development Environment to support a methodology as the one we proposed in [4].
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